Dear Members,

We just finished putting new listening samples out of the entire JOY album and some songs from Dolphin Baby and Parallel Universe.

For those of you who are new to the site, you may go to the MAIN page and scroll down to the Listening Booth. You might need to press two times to activate a new song. Please note that there is a volume control. If you can't hear it may because your volume control on the page itself is down.

Please join in the Joyful Celebration of the Victory of moving in to the new age of Peace, Joy, Love and KNOWING.

The mind that will become activated when our seven seals are opened and realigned will be a mind of KNOWING. When we want to know where something is, we won't have to go look for it. We just KNOW. If we want to know anything about the Universe, we just know. If we want to know how to manifest we just know.

Where does the knowing come from? The knowing comes from our SuperConsciousness which is our dimensional 4-6 Soul Matrix. Our connection to this consciousness has been distorted and misaligned through distortions in the cellular memory. The Super Consciousness exists as electromagnetic blue stardust within our cells. We will soon be able to reactivate this True Consciousness completely.

The music on this website is to help you activate and become tuned into those higher frequencies of the fifth and sixth dimension as a result of reattuning through the Cosmic Frequencies that I breathe into the recordings.

The Joy album is a little different. It is telling the story of what happens in the Future. It is a story about the magical land that we truly live on that we haven't been able to see yet. It is about what it looks like to be in celestial consciousness and look down at the earth from the cloud cities and from the Consciousness of the STars --which is our Consciousness. It is about the Knight of Love who has reunited us through the journey of consciousness through the ascension portal that was created when aDolphino died and was resurrected. It is about the Magic Vows that aDolphino and Crystalai made before coming to earth that allows us to travel back to the Star Cities where we came from to reunite our consciousness and to be reborn. This is the story of all Cosmic Twins. Most of them will not remember their mission, but a few will.

The Joy album is about the Starseeds that were born on Earth over the past fifteen years bringing the Frequencies to Earth that were required before Earth could be aligned in 2012 to a new Future where we have a new OMNIVERSAL Reality with our original families of consciousness.

This Christmas Season is the time to celebrate the JOY of a new Consciousness that has been prepared for us. We will be enjoying our abilities of KNOWING and MANIFESTING as a result of the Stardust coming from the Geomagnetic Storms and from the Comets.

In reality, those comets are not coming toward us, we are going toward them. We are in fact moving in to the Sun. All Stars live within their Sun. We gain our full consciousness when we
enter into the Light and the Sound of these Entities who created us.

We will all become Stars again one day and we will all become the creators of our own Universes just like Sun Alcyone did and Sun Ra did. We will learn what it truly means to be ONE with the one who created us and all that we create. The JOY OF KNOWING will soon be ours.

WE ARE THE SUNS OF GOD. WE ARE THE CHILDREN OF SOURCE. WE ARE THE STARSEEDS PREPARING the time for the HIGHEST FREQUENCIES OF SOURCE TO BE REIGNITED ON EARTH.

Please enjoy listening to all of the samples.

The music you purchase is our only source of income. Please let our Christmas reflect the joy that we give to you. Please give it back.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

Crystalai

Visit Cosmic Dolphin Magic at: http://cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com/?xg_source=msg_mes_network